Pulltarps® Tarps are Simply The Best!

11oz. HD Mesh
Open weave heavy duty mesh provides protection for hauling junk and landscaping debris.

18oz. Super HD Mesh
Double-weave is less permeable and ideal for hauling sand, gravel, and debris.

18oz. Waterproof Vinyl
For trucks that work in inclement weather and need protection from the elements.

14oz. 400° Asphalt
Asphalt tarps feature a urethane coating for years of use for road repair and asphalt paving.

Pulltarps® Aluminator™ Series
Aluminator™ 8500 & 7000 Systems

Designed for Construction Fleets & Municipal Trucks

- Light Weight
- Mount in Box
- Easy to install

Can hold up to 26’ of tarp.

Aluminator™ 8500 Systems
This system holds more tarp than the smaller Aluminator 7000 and is much lighter than the Steel Protector +.

Aluminator™ 7000 Systems
Designed for weight saving applications and the system is great for mounting inside the box.
Aluminator™ System Advantages

**Aluminator 8500 System Advantages**

**Aluminator 8500E System**
The Aluminator 8500E is an Automatic Tarp System made for large fleets. The 8.5” housing holds 26’ of tarp and deploys swiftly. It can also come with a tray to mount in front of the trailer.

**Aluminator 8500M System**
The Aluminator 8500M tarp system is a large Semi-Automatic tarp system that can be operated by one person. The system holds 22’ of tarp and is much lighter than our Steel Protector™ system.

---

**Aluminator 7000 System Advantages**

**Aluminator 7000E System**
The Aluminator 7000E is a great Automatic system for large fleets that is easy to install. It holds 22’ of tarp and is designed to provide smooth operation while keeping the driver safe inside the cab.

**Aluminator 7000M System**
The Aluminator 7000M tarp system holds 15’ of tarp and operates via spring tension. It can easily be opened and closed by one person and provides excellent coverage for small trailers.

---

**Aluminator 8500E System**
This system can be ordered with a tray to mount out in front of the dump box.
- Holds up to 26’ of tarp
- Steel or Aluminum Mounting Brackets
- Pulltarps® 1.3 HP 12V DC Electric Motor
- Wind Guard prevents wind from getting under the tarp

**Aluminator 8500M System**
Designed for weight saving applications and is great for mounting inside the box.
- Holds up to 22’ of tarp
- Steel or Aluminum Mounting Brackets
- Pulltarps® Semi-Automatic Ratchet Assembly
- Basic Smart Switch™ kit and all wire is included

---

**Aluminator 7000E System**
The system is great for mounting inside the box.
- Holds up to 22’ of tarp
- Wind Guard is Included
- Pulltarps® 1.3 HP 12V DC Electric Motor
- Basic Smart Switch™ kit and all wire is included

**Aluminator 7000M System**
The system is great for mounting inside the box.
- Holds up to 15’ of tarp
- Optional Wind Guard available
- Steel or Aluminum Mounting Brackets
- Mounting bars make installation, maintenance, and removal easy

Both systems can be mounted with Aluminum or Steel Mounting Brackets.